Should you wish to personalize your celebration experience event more, we offer multiple package options catered to your special
event. All packages require a 50% deposit paid in advance with a digitally signed contract. The remaining balance is paid the night of
your reservation. Package reservations are not guaranteed until the contract is approved and we have received the deposit
payment. A guaranteed guest count is required at least 24 hours before the scheduled reservation otherwise, the final charges will
be based on the number listed on the contract.
Due to the high demand for packages, reservation times can only be guaranteed on a first-come, first-serve basis after submitting
payment and approving the contract. It is advisable to complete both tasks ASAP as any delay may result in the requested time no
longer being available. All packages must be preordered and prepaid online, they cannot be purchased by walk-in parties.
* Please note that 10% tax and 20% gratuity are additional to all package pricing
* All packages are priced per person
* Gift cards cannot be redeemed the same night, they are for the next time you come to SAX and valid for 1 year

$80 Package (drinks only)

° A celebration cocktail shot for everyone
° Printed drink menus with a personalized message header
° PREMIUM open bar for two hours
° A celebration gift bag for the guest of honor
° $20 gift card for the guest of honor and $10 for all other guests valid for SAX only
° An individual mini cake

$100 Package (drinks and appetizers)

° A celebration cocktail shot for everyone
° Family style shared appetizers
° Printed menus with a personalized message header
° PREMIUM open bar for two hours
° A celebration gift bag for the guest of honor
° $20 gift card for the guest of honor and $10 for all other guests valid for SAX only
° An individual mini cake

$120 Package (drinks and dinner)

° A celebration cocktail shot for everyone
° Printed menus with a personalized message header
° 3 course pre-fixed dinner
° PREMIUM open bar for two hours
° A Celebration Gift bag for the guest of honor
° $20 gift card for the guest of honor and $10 for all other guests valid for SAX only
° An individual mini cake

$150 Celebration Dance

Celebrate your birthday or bachelor/bachelorette party at SAX by becoming part of the entertainment! SAX introduces a personal
and center-floor dance for the special guest. Sit back in your SAX throne while the SAX dancers perform personally for you. You will
be the envy of the crowd!
*A reservation is required for this option
*Exact timing of dance is based upon your reservation time and performance line up
*Celebration Dance must be paid for in FULL at time of booking

